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Abstract
An intelligent diagnostic tutor, DIAG\textsuperscript{1}, selects problems adaptively and generates all tutoring dialogs from its analysis of a model of the target system. The learner performs tests on a graphical representation of the target system and calls on DIAG for assistance when needed. During exercises, the tutoring functions can advise the learner about the implications of particular test outcomes, the rationality of suspecting particular replaceable units, and advisability of performing various diagnostic actions. After exercises, DIAG can critique the learner’s testing strategy, and it can generate and explain an expert diagnostic strategy for the previous fault. A prototype application of a very complex system demonstrates the range of tutoring capabilities achieved by the system.

Overview
Fault diagnosis is one of the most ubiquitous and difficult tasks performed in everyday life, and it is an unavoidable component of a wide range of medical, commercial, industrial, and military operations. From the broadest viewpoint, the diagnostic process is surprisingly equivalent across domains. While the particular costs, risks, and payoffs of testing actions vary greatly over different applications, the diagnostic process can be characterized in a manner that takes these variables into account. Consequently, excellent diagnostic strategies can be artificially generated in highly specific domains, based upon a deep generalized conception of the diagnostic reasoning task.

It would seem, therefore, that this class of human performance would be a natural and highly amenable subject area for intelligent tutoring approaches. In fact, a number of intelligent diagnostic systems have been produced, and several have demonstrated excellent instructional power. Those approaches based upon expert systems (Lesgold, Eggan, Katz, and Rao 1992) are capable of generating discussions of impressive verbal and technical content. Unfortunately, this instructional depth and facility has come at a very high expense in capturing and structuring the expert knowledge.

At least two other methodologies have been explored to combat this discouraging cost-to-power relationship: 1) a structural model approach (Johnson, Norton, Duncan, and Hunt 1988), in which the target system is specified in terms of its normal input-output structure, and 2) a functional model approach (Towne, Munro, Pizzini, Surmon, and Wogulis 1990), in which the target system is modeled in a manner that it can be executed in various normal and abnormal conditions.

The structural model approach specifies the target system as a network of system elements, connected via directed paths, and it then reasons about symptoms by assuming that failures will propagate along the directed paths that connect the system elements. Unfortunately, these assumptions are commonly violated by faults in real systems, and the developer is then burdened with devising a representation of the target system that will somehow yield valid fault effects under the many possible aberrations that faults produce. This approach appears to function well in instructing normal operation, however.

The functional model approach specifies the target system as a set of system elements each characterized in terms of its normal behavior and some of its abnormal behaviors. When a specific fault is introduced into the system model, its effects can be correctly determined under a wide range of configurations and modes. The weakness of this approach is a consequence of two facts, one of which is obvious and one of which is devious:

\textsuperscript{1} This work was funded by the Office of Naval Research under Contract No. F33615-90-C-0001.
1. the effort required to specify the abnormal behaviors of the system elements increases with the number of abnormalities to be embraced by the model (obvious); and

2. achieving intelligent and effective tutoring demands that the consequences of a very large number of faults be available for consideration (devious).

We know from experience and from analytical studies that a very modest number of faults can support highly effective instruction in fault diagnosis. If this set of failures—the training set—is carefully constituted, then a relatively wide range of fault conditions can be covered with a surprisingly modest number of fault cases. However, during the instruction of any of the faults in the training set, the tutoring system must be able to reason about the fault possibilities, i.e., what failures could produce the symptoms seen. If the scope of this reasoning is limited to the faults in the training set, the training system is blind to the true complexity of the target system, and this will substantially distort the diagnostic task from that which the learner will confront in the field.

DIAG

This paper describes DIAG (Towne 1996), a system conceived with the objective of generating all tutoring interactions automatically, based solely upon a functional model of the target system and symptom information that a knowledgeable technician could readily supply. DIAG (Diagnostic Instruction and Guidance) resembles its direct ancestor, IMTS, (Towne, Munro, Pizzini, Surmon, and Wogulis, ibid; Towne and Munro 1988) in that it employs a functional model as the instructional vehicle, i.e., there is an underlying representation of the target system that models its functionality and maintains a graphical model of the system as the learner operates upon it.

Whereas IMTS was a single system combining model building tools along with diagnostic reasoning functions, DIAG is a separate diagnostic tutoring system that operates upon functional models developed with the RIDES2 (Munro, Johnson, Surmon, and Wogulis 1993; Towne 1994) system. While producing an interactive functional model of a complex system is a specialized skill, the great bulk of the effort is devoted to producing a normally functioning model. Once this is completed, each of the faults to be presented in exercises is then modeled by enhancing the specification of the affected system element, to include the impacts of that fault on the behavior of the host element.

To overcome the limitations of the functional model approach, however, DIAG required some means for capturing and retaining much more extensive symptom knowledge than could be drawn from the functional model, with its limited set of faults. Furthermore, this data needed to be in a highly compressed and even imprecise form, to be manageable. The methodology employs qualitative descriptors that express the strengths of functional relationships between particular system elements and particular test outcomes at system indicators3. This methodology was adapted from that previously termed fuzzy logic and now termed Zadehan logic (Zadeh and Kacprzyk 1992).

During development, the applicator may command DIAG to automatically generate all the symptom information for the faults that have been simulated in the training set. This information may then be expanded and enhanced by informing DIAG about other fault conditions of which it is not aware via the system model.

During instruction, DIAG has control over the graphical device model. It can introduce failures into that model, remove failures when the learner makes the correct replacement, and maintain the depicted state of the entire representation. In addition, it can set the device model into modes or configurations that are instructive, and point out significant indications.

By combining a working, interactive device model with a data base of qualitative symptom possibilities, DIAG has the abilities to:

- select problems, based upon the characters of the faults available in the training set;
- reason about the implications of the symptoms that the learner's tests produce;
- generate verbal advice in response to requests for guidance;
- produce a step-by-step critique of the individual’s performance;
- demonstrate and explain an expert approach to a completed problem.

The tutoring functions rely heavily upon 1) complete and precise fault effect information for the relatively small number of faults in the training set, and 2) incomplete and qualitative symptom information about all other possible faults. The latter information is manageable because it does not explicitly identify what faults could produce what abnormalities.

2 RIDES was developed under Air Force funding, Contract No. F33615-90-C-0001.

3 The term indicator will be used generically throughout this paper, signifying any system element that reflects system status, e.g., lights, meters, test points, sounds, smells, and even vibrations.
DIAG has been used to produce one very large prototype application, and is currently in use to produce a section of a basic electronics course. The prototype application, a shipboard radar transmitter, involved 17 separate screens modeling the system, 86 replaceable (failable) units, 49 active indicators, 17 test points, and 31 active controls. The most significant outcomes of this prototype application process were these:

1. The hierarchical model of the target system proceeded in a top-down fashion, working from existing technical documentation. This permitted a simplified version of the system model to be operational in a very brief time, and to be expanded until the desired level of detail was produced.
2. The technician providing the qualitative symptom information began work after less than an hour of explanation of the required form and content. He accomplished this task independently and without error in less than two calendar weeks.

The top-down development process is an essential feature. The more common bottom-up approach requires that the most detailed level of the application be completed before any tutoring functions become operational. Under the top-down approach, one can rapidly produce a tutoring system for diagnosing major units of a system, and later extend the level of detail wherever desired. It is hoped that this will encourage and allow instructional developers to introduce fault diagnosis early in instruction of system operation, and to continue with such instruction throughout training.

**Application Development**

A DIAG application is produced in five steps, all of which are typically revisited as the application is refined:
1. produce a working model of the target system;
2. specify the modes of operation in which instruction will be provided;
3. define the fault set;
4. provide broad, system-wide, symptom information;
5. specify parameters governing exercise presentation.

**Produce a Working Model**

Using the tools provided within RIDES, the developer creates graphical objects representing the physical elements of the target system. Each object is identified as one of these DIAG object classes:

- **system block**, representing an equipment, a module, a circuit board or any other physical unit of the target system. A system block may be decomposed without restriction into more detailed blocks.
- **control**, which the learner manipulates to operate the modeled system.
- **indicator or test point**, which provides information about the modeled system;
- **test equipment**, which displays values at test points; and
- **replaceable unit**, which the learner may replace with a known good spare.

As each object is created, a dialog box appears that accepts the object name and other parameters relative to that object type. The following dialog box is presented when a replaceable unit is identified.

![Replaceable Unit Specification](image)

At the conclusion of this major phase, a user can navigate through the hierarchical system model using DIAG's built-in navigation buttons and can operate and test the system model (all symptoms will be normal at this phase since there are no faults defined).

The developer can also construct a functional hierarchy of the target system and link the physical views to the most equivalent functional views. This equivalency permits the learner to practice operating upon the physical model while considering the internal functional architecture of the target system.

**Specify the modes of operation**

The developer specifies each mode in which tutoring can be conducted by setting the controls for that mode, via the graphical representation of the system, and then entering a name for the mode to the following dialog box.

---
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DIAG can then recognize what mode the learner has established at any time, and it can set the system model into particular modes at the initiation of exercises and during tutoring.

Establish the Faults in the Training Set
For each fault in the training set the technical expert provides an executable specification and a verbal explanation. The executable specification provides the abnormal effects of the fault, expressed in a form that the fault can be simulated when it is the subject of an exercise. The verbal explanation of a fault is presented to the learner at the conclusion of an exercise involving that fault. This recap may summarize the most significant symptoms, and it may explain how the fault effects propagated through the system and affected other operational functions. The intent of this explanation is to allow the learner to fully understand the effects of the fault just experienced.

Provide Broad Symptom Knowledge
The previous step provides complete and precise symptom knowledge about the faults to be presented in exercises, thereby supporting simulation of those faults and the generation of discussions about their impacts upon the target system. To support intelligent fault isolation reasoning DIAG must also have access to a broad bank of symptom knowledge which expresses the effects of other faults, ideally all other faults. In essence, DIAG must be able to answer two types of questions during its reasoning:

1. Can a fault in <some replaceable unit> produce <some abnormal symptom>?

and

2. Could <some normal symptom> be obtained if <some replaceable unit> were faulty?

These two issues are central to all of diagnostic reasoning, from the drawing of inferences of observed symptoms to the decision concerning the next test to perform. The knowledge base required to answer these questions need not be at all precise, and fortunately it also need not identify which faults within a unit might produce which abnormalities.

DIAG provides two alternative or complementary ways to supply this knowledge:

1. Automatic generation. The developer clicks a Generate button which causes DIAG to insert each defined fault from the training set into the device model, in each system mode, recording the abnormal symptoms produced at each indicator. The result is a data set that expresses the frequency with which various symptoms result from faults in each replaceable unit.

and/or

2. Manual input of qualitative symptom descriptors. Under this approach the technical expert employs the following dialog box to provide qualitative judgments about the frequency with which each replaceable unit could produce various symptoms, when faulty.

The technical expert first selects the mode, the faulty unit, and the indicator to be specified, then selects one of the seven likelihood descriptors (Never, Rarely, ..., Always) for each symptom. The dialog box shown above is reflecting the following assertion (about an indicator that happens to be audio):

In Operate mode, faults in the Switch Driver A unit:
usually cause the Return to System Control indicator to be silent;
rarely cause it to be beeping; and
never cause it to be a siren.
The automatic generation approach may produce sufficient broad symptom information about a target system if the training set is large compared to the number of possible faults. This might be true for a relatively simple system, or one which is being instructed to a relatively superficial degree. For most applications, however, the developer will need to supply additional symptom information, via the manual approach.

The labor involved to provide symptom information manually is reduced by using the automated approach first, then refining the symptom possibilities manually via the dialog box. Effort is further reduced by the fact that only abnormal relationships need be given. If one were developing an application for a personal computer, for example, there would be no need to specify relationships between the floppy disk drive, a replaceable unit according to most maintenance policies, and the mouse cursor (an indicator), since faults in the former could not affect the latter, at least according to this writer’s understanding.

Specify course parameters

The developer shapes a course by providing the following in a simple text file:

- the problem selection scheme (fixed order, random order, or adaptively according to problem difficulty and individual proficiency);
- the maximum time allotted to the course; and
- a set of candidate problems, each expressed as a fault and a problem statement.

Because a DIAG problem, or exercise, consists of a particular fault coupled with a particular problem statement, any fault can be used in multiple exercises under different problem statements. This gives the developer some control over the difficulty of the problems presented. For example, a class of highly experienced students might be given a fault with the problem statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Likelihood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the problem statement could be purposely vague, incomplete, or even incorrect, an extremely common condition in the field that is rarely addressed in the school environment.

At the conclusion of this development process, we have a working system model into which faults can be automatically inserted; tests can be conducted, either by observing indicators directly or employing simulated test equipment; and system units can be replaced. Unseen to the user, DIAG records the tests performed and the symptoms displayed. From this it generates instructional advice during and following each exercise, as requested by the learner. The next section outlines these instructional and consultation functions.

Instruction and Guidance

DIAG performs a number of general instructional management functions as well as highly domain-specific advisement functions. This section deals first with management functions.

Adaptive problem selection

When a learner starts a session, DIAG determines the next problem to present to that individual, depending upon previous progress, if any, and the course plan provided. For adaptive problem selection the first problem is selected at random, then for all ensuing problems DIAG searches through the problem set for that one that presents the most appropriate level of difficulty, considering the individual’s success and progress. Higher success leads to increased difficulty, lower success leads to reduced difficulty.

The difficulty presented by a particular fault is computed as the extent to which that fault corresponds to its broad, or archetypal, symptom complex, as expressed via the qualitative descriptors. For example, suppose the content expert has indicated that faults in a floppy disk drive can affect three indicators, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Likelihood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

while a class of new students could be given the same fault with the more focused problem statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Likelihood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Usually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Often as not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such a problem statement allows a novice to engage in fault diagnosis much earlier in instruction, since it restricts the search area to an one that has been addressed in the course. Alternatively, the same fault could be presented with the statement:

There seems to be something wrong with the Transmitter.
Suppose further that the particular fault being simulated is in the floppy disk drive, and that it produces the following symptoms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Symptom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This fault will yield a very high difficulty measure since two of the symptoms it produces—indicator 1 is ON and indicator 2 reads above 20—are not typical of faults in the floppy drive. Alternatively, the following floppy drive fault would be much easier to identify:

**Performance Tracking**

After the problem report is displayed at the start of an exercise, the learner sees the top level of the system representation. For the prototype application the top view is a simple diagram of major equipment units, one of which is a Driver unit. A selection of the Driver unit produces the following display.
This view includes some observable indicators, some replaceable units, and two modules for which there is more detail. Selecting the Circuit Breaker Panel, A17, in the upper right corner, produces this more detailed view:

The next section will describe the diagnostic guidance DIAG provides when requested.

**Diagnostic Guidance**

When the learner clicks on the Consult button, the following dialog box appears:

The Help button provides guidance in using DIAG's consultation features. The remaining buttons provide the following types of consultations:

**Discuss Replaceable Units.** The learner is prompted to select a unit of interest, then DIAG generates an analysis of the symptoms that have been observed, relative to the unit. The following is an example (the learner has selected PC card A12A4):

Here, the selected unit was still high in the suspicion rankings, but one symptom conflicted with the theory that PC card A12A4 was faulty. If more disproving indications had been seen, DIAG would list several of them, and it would indicate that the unit is not likely failed. If the symptoms were consistent with a failure in the unit under
discussion, DIAG lists the indications that most strongly point to that unit.

See Problem Report. DIAG displays the problem report again, for review.

Discuss Indication. The learner is prompted to select an indicator of interest, then DIAG discusses the implications of that indicator's current status relative to the units that should be most suspected considering the symptoms that have been seen. Here the learner has selected the PC Card Interlock Indicator.

- The PC Card Interlock Indicator is off which is normal in this Radiate mode.
- Ventilating Fan B2 has no affect on this test.
- Optical Fan Sensors A3 and A14 has no affect on this test.
- T3 has no affect on this test.
- PC card A12A47 has no affect on this test.
- PC card A12A36 sometimes allows this normal indication even when it fails.

The first sentence simply identifies the state of the indicator and whether that is a normal state in the current mode. Then, the current indication is discussed in relation to the units that should be most suspected at this stage of the problem. In this example, the indication was normal, which happens not to provide significant new information.

If the learner thought that this normal indication confirms that T3 is functioning correctly, this consultation would correct that misconception.

At times, this discussion may reveal more to the learner than we might wish. In a future version of DIAG, the learner may also be asked to indicate the units of interest, so that true suspicion levels are not revealed by this consultation.

Review Suspicions. When prompted, the learner selects those units that he or she most suspects. DIAG attempts to comment on those suspicions without revealing too much, as shown here.

- The symptoms you have seen so far do not justify your suspicions of 3 of the units you indicated.
- These symptoms implicate 6 other units that you should also suspect.

While the discussion purposely avoids mentioning particular replaceable units, it is based upon DIAG's ongoing maintenance of suspicion levels for the individual replaceable units. This process initially ranks the replaceable units according to their relative reliabilities (least reliable units are ranked highest) then moves units down in the ranking when symptom information is shown that conflicts with the hypothesis that the unit has failed.

The amount by which a unit is moved down in the ranking depends upon the degree of the conflict, as expressed in the qualitative symptom descriptors. Thus, if failures in a particular unit could never produce the symptom seen, its suspicion is reduced greatly.

What to Do Now. If a learner reaches an impasse, or simply wonders what an expert would do at the current point in an exercise, he or she may call for this consultation type. First, DIAG reviews the learner's suspicions, as outlined above. If the learner's suspicions are seriously flawed, then the remediation provided by the suspicion review may resolve the impasse. If not, DIAG will suggest a good test to make next. The analysis yields that indicator and mode most likely to provide new useful information, essentially the measure used in IMTS (Towne and Johnson 1987) but now working with qualitative data.

- A good action now is to check Vent Fan B2 sound in Radiate mode.

When this consultation is presented, DIAG also displays the scene containing the indicator to be checked and displays a graphical pointer to it. Currently DIAG does not explain why the recommended test is a good one, although it has the capacity to do so (by outlining the inferences that could be drawn from each possible outcome).

Discuss Previous Exercise. At the completion of an exercise, the learner may request a review of the previous problem. DIAG steps through each significant indication that was displayed, stating whether that indication was normal or abnormal, and listing the most significant inferences that could be drawn from the indication. The following is the analysis of one indication.

- Channel 2 Arc indicator was on in Radiate mode, which was abnormal (normal is off).
- The most suspected units are now:
  - T6
  - Traveling Wave Tube V2
  - Vac-ion Power Supply A15
  - PC card A12A48
  - PC card A12A39
  - PC card A12A37
  - PC card A12A4

As each indication is discussed DIAG displays that indication graphically and points to it.

Expert Approach. Following an exercise the learner may ask to see how an expert would have performed the same problem. DIAG inserts the fault into the system model again, then it performs and explains a very good
diagnostic sequence. At each step DIAG points to the indicator or test point that it is checking, and it produces a verbal explanation of the significance of the indication seen. The following is the explanation of one test.

We check A1 Standby Button in Radiate mode. It is green which is abnormal. (Normal is off). The most suspected units are now:
- PC card A12A48
- PC card A12A41
- PC card A12A39
- PC card A12A37
- T6
- PC card A12A32

It is very interesting to observe the suspicion rankings as the expert demonstration proceeds. In easy problems, the true fault moves to the head of the list after just a few tests. In contrast, a very difficult fault might never reach the top of the suspicion ranking, since its symptoms do not identify it clearly. Thus, even the expert within DIAG may make incorrect replacements on some problems, just as human experts sometimes do. This is not a flaw in the instructional system or in the expert diagnostic reasoning. It is a fact of life that faults in the real world can present symptoms that disguise their true identity.

See Fault Recap. This function simply redisplays the fault recap for the just completed exercise.

Problem Termination
The learner declares an exercise completed by clicking on a Stop button and indicating via the following dialog box what result has been achieved.

Records of Individual Performance
The records that DIAG maintains about each individual reflect the exercises successfully completed, the times taken to completion, serious errors committed, and the extent to which the individual relied upon DIAG consultations. These records are sufficient to select problems adaptively, and they provide measures of progress and proficiency that can be used by the instructor to address areas of difficulty or to modify the course plan.

Conclusions
Briefly, the prototype application of DIAG leads to the following conclusions:

1. Combining an interactive graphical device model with a bank of qualitative symptom data yields a very robust tutoring system, in which all context-dependent tutoring presentations can be generated automatically.

2. The process of developing the interactive graphical device model requires considerable training and computer literacy.

3. The process of providing domain-specific qualitative symptom information is one that can be done successfully by a knowledgeable technician, regardless of his or her computer skills.

4. DIAG’s tutoring power is relatively wide ranging and supportive. It returns very high tutoring value for the development effort invested, but it cannot generate the same technical verbiage that can be loaded into an expert system.

5. Under some tutoring conditions, DIAG may reveal more about an ongoing exercise than is desirable.

If the learner incorrectly claims to have fixed the problem DIAG so states, and the problem continues. Such erroneous claims are recorded in the individual’s performance records and are considered serious errors. Ultimately, exercises are only terminated with correct system restoration or by giving up. After terminating a problem, the learner may end the DIAG session.
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